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Abstract

With the development of semantic web, search efficiency is becoming a challenging issue. To address this problem, we design an approach which mainly has two features. First, we explore potential semantic relationship between different objects and make full use of them to build a semantic buffer on server end, enhancing search speed. Second, we put another relatively small semantic buffer on each client so as to adapt to each individual user’s interests, further improving the whole search efficiency and reducing server’s load. Through testing on a practical platform, we testified that this Semantic Double-Buffer based search approach can not only effectively reduce user’s request response time, but considerably release server’s load, bringing a high scalability.

1. Introduction

With the emergence and development of semantic web [1], search methods based on semantic web techniques promise advantages compared to conventional approaches. Semantic web is an extension of the current web, based on the idea of exchanging information with explicit, formal and machine-accessible descriptions of meaning. Semantic web contains resources corresponding not only to real world objects (e.g., texts, images, people, places, organizations), but also to relationships between objects [2]. Semantic web search can reveal relationship and semantic related information.

There are some solutions to address how to store and search objects and relationship in semantic web encoded with RDF [3], and the most famous one is Sesame [4], an RDF data repository. Sesame can store and query metadata and relation in RDF(S). Yet, its running efficiency is comparatively low, especially when the data quantities scale up, in that it has to traverse all data every time users query information. As a matter of fact, we notice that some information and their semantic related information would always be searched more frequently than others. Taking literature retrieval for example, because of qualities of various papers, some classic papers and their semantic related information might often be queried, while in contrast, the access probability of comparatively plain ones would be much less. Furthermore, for an individual user, because of his/her specific interests, some information and their related information may also be accessed more frequently. So we believe that sufficiently mining relationship among objects and buffering them in a suitable way would immensely improve search efficiency. Based on this thought, we explore potential semantic relationship between objects and design an algorithm to buffer them on server-end, and design another buffering algorithm on client-end to adapt to every individual’s interests, for further improving search efficiency.

It is necessary to note that to explain the applicability of our approach, we select scientific literature as research domain in this paper. But it is also appropriate to extend it to other application domains, such as document search and music search.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the related work. Section 3 introduces the architecture of semantic double-buffer based search approach. Section 4 discusses the algorithms of semantic double-buffer based search. In section 5 we test the performance of our approach. Finally, we present some concluding remarks.
2. Related Work

To our knowledge, semantic relationship of almost all the current search engines are mainly used to present the relationship between different concepts, making related metadata more readable or clear. Presently, some related systems include EKOSS [5], CiteSeer [6], Flink [7, 8], and so on.

**EKOSS** (Expert Knowledge Ontology based Semantic Search) is a web-based system developed for sharing expert knowledge from research fields related to bioscience, engineering and environment. Since there are some semantic-inference methods used in this system, a user can submit semantically meaningful queries and the system can return more accurate results that matches the user's search target. But EKOSS just consider semantic relationships from inference's perspective to express terms precisely. Instead, we make full use of these relationships to enhance search efficiency from many aspects.

**CiteSeer** is an autonomous citation indexing system which indexes academic literature in electronic format. It can not only understand how to parse citations, but identify citations to the same paper in a variety of formats and the context of citations in the body of articles. In CiteSeer, papers related to a given paper can be located using common citation information or word vector similarity. However, this implementation mainly focuses on the method of indexing.

**Flink** employs semantic technology for reasoning with personal information extracted from a number of electronic information sources including web pages, emails, publication archives and Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) [9] profiles. It can also be regarded as a presentation of the professional work and social connectivity of semantic web researchers. Its architecture can be divided in three layers concerned with metadata acquisition, storage and visualization. The storage layer is implemented through RDF Sesame repository which is in terms of semantic web standard, but with a comparatively low search speed. That is mainly because it has to traverse through all data every time users query any information.

Just as mentioned above, all the three related systems can reveal in-depth semantic information and semantic relationships between objects. Moreover, they are able to do not only key-based searches, but relationship-based searches. It is possible for their users to search a paper via the normal way, inputting keywords, and then browse the related information on the basis of these previous search results, say, a series of cited papers. However, since there is not any buffer-related module in their architectures, the response time when querying some information, whether it is key-based or relationship-based, will definitely be more or less over-wasted.

3. Architecture

The architecture of the Semantic Double-Buffer based search is shown in Fig.1. After a user submits a request, it will be sent to a buffer-agent of user’s client before being transferred to server. As long as there is target information in the client’s buffer, the information will be popped out and presented straightforwardly to users. Otherwise, the request will be submitted to servers, and the result from server will be cached into the client’s buffer for future use. So far, the first-level buffer which is on client has been searched.

For server-end, as soon as it receives a request, it will first search server-buffer via an agent, in that the buffer would have cached many results activated by other users’ requests in the near period. If there is needed information in the buffer, then the buffer takes out the information immediately and responds back. If there is not any information matched, then querying database (Sesame) can not be avoided. After finishing searching, the results will be analyzed and structured and then put into the server-buffer. So far, the second-level buffer has been searched and structured.

![Figure 1. Architecture of Semantic Double-Buffer-Based Semantic Web Search](image-url)
4. Semantic Double-Buffer Algorithm

4.1 Semantic Model

We use ontology [11-13], which is defined as shared formal conceptualizations of particular domains, to reveal objects and their relationship. We design an ontology model (simplified RDF graph) of scientific literature. This ontology model integrates all valuable objects, metadata and semantic related information of scientific literature field. As shown in Figure 2, there are two classes in the ontology model: publication and author. Each class has several properties which describe the class in detail, for example, name of the author and title of the publication. There are several relationships between classes. The relationships include write (between author and literature), co-write (between author and author), cited by (between literature and literature), and similar (between literature and literature). If we provide information to users according to this model, it would be of great help for searching.

![Ontology Model of Scientific Literature](image)

**Figure 2. Ontology Model of Scientific Literature**

The algorithm discussed in sessions 4.2 and 4.3 are based on this ontology model. Actually, as long as any two related objects are equivalent to each other, the relationship, defined as peer-to-peer-relationship (p2p-relationship), between them can be used in this algorithm. For example, cite (or cited by) is between papers, co-write is between authors. It is clear that there are two key common points in the above two relationships: 1) Objects are equivalent to each other, such as paper1 and paper2 are both papers; 2) The relationship between objects is recursive. For example, any paper cited by other papers can also cites some papers else. In comparison, the relationship between author and paper is not a p2p-relationship.

4.2 Server-Buffer Algorithm

It is always the case that users not only pay attention to semantic related information of an object, but also are interested in its semantic related information’s semantic related information, which is defined as two layer semantic related information in this paper. For example, a user who pays attention to an author called Denial may probably be interested in Denial’s co-author Sam, and Sam’s co-author may probably write valuable paper that the user wants. So it is useful to link these authors together and buffer author’s co-author’s co-author in a buffer. We call it multi-layer semantic relationship.

Because we not only buffer objects themselves, but also link them together and buffer multi-layer semantic relationships. Hence, users can always immediately retrieve needed information on server-end indirectly instead of directly. Indirectly means that users can retrieve information immediately even though no previous users requested the same author.

Based on this idea, we design a structure which can integrate objects and semantic relationships together, and propose a server buffer algorithm which describes a process on how to build this structure.

Now we define Semantic Server-Buffer Structure. This structure includes some sub-structures.

Define **Author Association Information Object** (AAIO) as follow:

\[ AAIO = (\text{Static Property Information, Index}) \]
\[ = (\text{UID, Name, CreateDegree, index of coAuthor List}) \]

AAIO consists of two parts: **Static Property Information Field** (SPIF) and **Index Field** (IF). SPIF includes three sub-fields: UID, Name, CreateDegree. UID is unique ID of author. CreateDegree is a coefficient used to evaluate the authority of an author. IF is the index of coAuthor List.

Define a buffer-carrier - Link Information Buffer Structure (LIBS), composed by a series of AAIO.

\[ LIBS = (AAIO) \]

Define **Co-Author Association Information Object** (C-AAIO) as follow:

\[ C-AAIO = (\text{Degree of co-write relationship, UID of co-author}) = (\text{Cooperate Times, UID}) \]

Cooperate Times are referred to the times of two authors co-writing papers.

Define **Co-Author Object List** (C-AOL) which is composed by a series of C-AAIO.

\[ C-AOL = (C-AAIO) \]
In addition, define Link Information Structure (LIS) as follow: \( LIS = (AAIO) \)

LIS is only used to keep a set of AAIO queried based on the current request. That is to say, after processing a submitted request each time, no matter whether or not database needs to be searched, the server-buffer-agent would construct a LIS transmitted to clients as response. Obviously, \( LIS \subset LIBS \)

Here, a Semantic Server-Buffer Structure example is shown in Figure 3. In this example, Alice has three co-authors: Tony, Frank and Jane, and Tony has two co-authors: Alice and Ross.

![Figure 3. An Example of Semantic Server-Buffer Structure](image)

After defining the structure, we use an iterative method to build our Semantic Server-Buffer Structure. We construct every AAIO and store them in LIBS. LIS is built to be transmitted to client. The detailed procedure of the algorithm is shown below.

**Server-Buffer Algorithm**

```plaintext
Static n //Current layer of co-author-iteration
Input: ARequested author A,
the layer of multi-layer semantic relationship
Output: the author A which has been constructed according to LIS

Step1: if A exists in LIBS
1. Get the object, Author A from LIBS.
2. Put A’s AAIO into LIS.
4. else
5. Construct A’s corresponding AAIO, denoted as A_PROJECT;
6. Search Sesame and retrieve A’s Static Property Info;
7. Search Sesame and retrieve A’s co-authors;
8. Fill out A’s AAIO;
9. Put A’s AAIO into LIBS and LIS;
10. endif

Step2: if n < l
11. n++ //Increase one layer.
12. Get A’s AAIO’s C-AOIs;
13. if C-AOI != NULL
14. Initialize C-AOI;
15. Query A’s co-authors, result is denoted as QR-I
16. for Traverse each co-author of QR-A do
17. Take Author Name B and construct B’s C-AIOI;
18. Denote B’s AAIO as B AAIO,
B-AAIO = construction(nB,B); //Iteration
19. Put B’s AAIO into LIS;
20. enddo
21. else // C-AOI != NULL
22. for Traverse each object of C-AOI do
23. Get object of one Author : c;
24. Get Name of c as C and construct C’s C-AIOI;
25. Denote C’s AAIO as C-AAIO,
C-AAIO = construction(nC,C); //Iteration
26. Put C’s AAIO into LIS;
27. enddo
28. endif
29. return A’s AAIO;
30. END
```

4.3 Client-Buffer Algorithm

In order to further improve the client’s querying time by adapting to individuals’ interests, we organize another buffer on client-end similar to that of server-end.

There are totally three kinds of data structures in client buffer. The first two are AAIO and LIBS, whose structures are the same as those of server buffer. The third one, History, is used to record all authors’ UIDs that the current user submitted to server in the past. So this structure can be depicted as follow:

\( History = (Author’s UID) \)

The construction of client buffer is relatively easier than that of server buffer. This is because the author-objects kept in client buffer are right in LIS that have already been built-up and transmitted from server-end, no need to be created again, just put in client buffer.

As soon as the client-buffer-agent receives a LIS, it would get the LIS’s AAIO (information carrier) one by one and judge whether there are corresponding carriers in client buffer. Each AAIO will be put into client buffer unless there is already one in it. Finally, add the current requested UID into History.

Following is the pseudo-code of the algorithm.
ClientBuffer Algorithm
Step1: 1 User submits an author A and UID to Client;
2 if A exists in History
3 return;
4 else
5 Submit request to Server;
6 Waiting for response……;
Step2: 7 Receive querying result: LIS from server;
8 Record A in History Map;
9 for Traverse each LIS’s AAIO do
10 if the AAIO does not exist in client’s LI
11 add it into LIBS;
12 enddo
13 Free LIS;
14 end

END

5. Performance Analysis

We test our design from three aspects: response time when one user requests information, average response time when lots of users request information simultaneously, the comparison of time cost among different parts in the system.

5.1 Single Request Situation

We test response time for single user to request semantic information.

We design a method to simulate a user’s search behavior, which is described as follows: Step 1): Randomly select an author from database and submit the request, putting its multi-layer co-authors (returned result) into a set called Author-SET. Step 2): Select an author from Author-SET, submit the request, and add its multi-layer co-authors into the Author-SET. In the meantime, record the response time and the number of AAIOs to be transmitted.

Figure 4 shows the testing result. From the figure, if there is no semantic double-buffer, the response time will increase in a linear trend. This is not ideal, especially when the number of AAIO to be transmitted from server is up to 50, the waiting time for users would be over 25 seconds, which is because all AAIOs have to be queried from database. Comparatively, let us take a look at the situation with semantic double-buffer. In this case, when a user submits a request of a new author, the increased-rate of the response time is clearly smaller than the previous situation, in that the more AAIOs to be retrieved, the larger the possibility they overlap, and the more frequently the server-buffer will be accessed. Furthermore, when this user submits the same request, the corresponding response time would be down to less than 1s because of client-buffer. Hence, semantic double-buffer design does have a good efficiency in single request situation.

5.2 Multiple Requests Situation

We use 1~11 computers (nodes) to simulate the behaviors of 10~110 users, and there are 10 suspended threads on each computer to simulate 10 users. As for the testing result, we use the same testing method above to record the response time for each virtual user, and calculate their mean value as the average response time. Figure 5 shows the logarithm of the average response time when quite a few users submit requests to the server in the meantime.
5.3 Comparison of Time Cost

Through this part of testing, we testify that the time cost by processing either semantic server-buffer or client-buffer can be ignored comparing to that of searching Sesame database. In fact, Sesame really is able to do semantics/ontology-based query-operation, but all the data have to be stored in several files on disk. That is why the database is so relatively slow, that is, each querying operation for Sesame has be involved with a lot of I/O operations. However, semantics/ontology-based query operation via Sesame database provides quite a few conveniences for us to build semantic relationships and double-buffer. So, the design of our semantic-double-buffer makes full use of its efficiency, to avoid frequently accessing semantic-database to a certain extent. The detailed testing data is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Cost Time Comparison of Different Parts in System](image)

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of semantic double-buffer based search approach. We reveal semantic relationship according to ontology and design an algorithm that buffer multi-layer semantic relationship on server-end, and design another algorithm on client-end to adapt to every individual’s interests, further improving search efficiency.
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